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Need a Top Drone  Services?    



“We provide businesses with the



highest quality images from the most obscure points of view.”



(402) 506-9700 



Drone Services - Apogee, Inc. 



__________________________________________________________________



Drone Services 



Need an Aerial Camera Drone? Call Us Today! Call Our Office: (402)



506-9700



Click here to visit our site:



https://apogeedrones.com



Apogee, Inc. 



15418 Weir St. #333 Omaha, NE 68137



Google Folder: https://goo.gl/m7eu8T 



Twitter: https://twitter.com/ApogeeDrones



Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Apogeedrones



Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcTqCnFlQYFM7xU-Fx8RmZw Linkedin: http://www.linkedin.com/company/apogee-drones



 



Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/apogeedrones



  DRONES: THE FUTURE OF EMERGENCY  RESPONSE 



Ten years ago, drones were almost exclusively associated as a military weapons platform. Fast-forward ten years, and the drone industry is now experiencing exponential private sector growth year after year. The private sector employs the use of drones for insurance claim verification, photography, filming Hollywood movies, agricultural health, surveillance, traffic monitoring, weather monitoring, firefighting, and delivery services.  According to Reuters, the increase in use of drones commercially is estimated to increase 10 to 20 times by 2021



HOW CAN DRONES IMPROVE EMERGENCY RESPONSE? SEARCH AND RESCUE



https://apogeedrones.com In the aftermath of natural disasters of the past, emergency crews were dispatched into dangerous zones to search for survivors, often putting their own lives at risk to do so. In the case of a hurricane, first responders would do this by flying in helicopters, wading through water, or driving boats through the flooded streets, which is both extremely expensive and dangerous. However, emergency crews today are able to search dangerous areas before having to place themselves in harms way and are able to do so in a much more cost-effective manner using drones. When Hurricane Katrina struck in 2005, search and rescue was conducted like it had never been before. Emergency crews dispatched drones to search dangerous floodwaters for survivors. Using large drones equipped with thermal imaging for wide range viewing and smaller drones for close-up viewing inside of windows or through rooftops, the crews could identify areas from afar that likely had survivors trapped and then dispatch the smaller drones to get up close and identify the precise location of those survivors. The ability to survey large swaths of land in this fashion saved countless lives, both for the trapped victims and the emergency crews. Recently, drones have been used for an entirely new purpose in search and rescue: the delivery of emergency supplies. After Hurricanes Harvey and Irma, emergency crews used drones to deliver life-saving medical supplies to victims until crews could reach them. With the advancement in technology and the number of drones increasing at such a high rate from 2005 until now, drones were exponentially more effective in assisting responders to Hurricanes Harvey and Irma then they were with Katrina, and they will only continue to get better.



Contact Details:   



Apogee, Inc. 



15418 Weir St. #333 Omaha, NE 68137



Website: https://apogeedrones.com 



Google Folder: https://goo.gl/m7eu8T 



Twitter: https://twitter.com/ApogeeDrones



Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Apogeedrones



Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcTqCnFlQYFM7xU-Fx8RmZw Linkedin: http://www.linkedin.com/company/apogee-drones Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/apogeedrones 
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